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Anime line sketch colorization is to fill a variety of colors the
anime sketch, to make it colorful and diverse. The coloring
problem is not a new research direction in the field of deep
learning technology. Because of coloring of the anime sketch does
not have fixed color and we can't take texture or shadow as
reference, so it is difficult to learn and have a certain standard to
determine whether it is correct or not. After generative adversarial
networks (GANs) was proposed, some used GANs to do coloring
research, achieved some result, but the coloring effect is limited.
This study proposes a method use deep residual network, and
adding discriminator to network, that expect the color of colored
images can consistent with the desired color by the user and can
achieve good coloring results.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of animation drawing, it usually creates
grayscale line sketch at first and then coloring, processing and
adjustment. This part of the work will take a lot of time and
effort. So, wonder if there is a way to make the sketch
automatically coloring or coloring by given the color,
reducing working hours and labor costs. In recent years, deep
learning has flourished, some method has been proposed
which automatic coloring or according to the user's reference
hint coloring by using neural networks.
The color of anime images is very varied, some things are
imaginary no reality thing can be reference, and the line sketch
of anime do not necessarily have shadow and texture as input
information, it is difficult that how to make network learn
correct coloring. After generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [4] proposed, several sketch automatic coloring
systems by using GANs, like Paintschainer [8], Style2paints
[7] have achieved some good results.
This study proposes an interactive colorization method
that uses the deep residual network and quotes the concept of
GAN. Expect that the color of the coloring image can be
consistent with the color hint given by the user.
II.

RELATED WORK

In the field of animation drawing, the painter coloring
color at various parts in lines sketch, then drawing light,
shadow and texture. In paper [2] pointed out that color
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prediction is a diversity problem, an object can be different
color; in the field of anime drawing, the problem of color
diversity is more obvious.
The coloring method of anime line sketch in the deep
learning field [5][7][8][9][19][22], usually let the network
learn how to color by itself, like the skin of character will be
colored with the skin color; or color by according user given
reference color hint or reference color image, like giving a
pink color point at hair of character then hair should be colored
pink; giving the image that eyes are red, then the character's
eyes of sketch should be colored red.
A. Anime sketch coloring with swish-gated residual unet[5]
This paper [5] proposed swish-gated residual u-net
(SGRU), a method of automatic coloring for anime sketch.
This paper proposed the swish layer and swish-gated residual
blocks (SGB), can filter feature information effectively and
passing it in the network, also speeds up network convergence,
and then replaced skip connection and residual block of
residual u-net with them. And used the VGG [2] network to
do the perceptual network to extract the features of the image
to calculate perceptual loss. But in fact, the color of the anime
sketch coloring is very diverse as mentioned above, so this
paper used the diversity loss in CRNs [6] to let network
produce nine different colors images in once. The experiment
result of this paper proved SGRU can generates a more vivid
and saturated color image than u-net and residual u-net.
B. Paintschainer[8]
Paintschainer [8] is a colorization system, where the
generator network is U-net, and because the condition
discriminator makes it easy for the generator to pay too much
attention to the relationship between sketches and images
maps, so that images construction ignored some extent, leads
to overfitting, the content of the sketch will be distorted.
Therefore, the Paintschainer uses an unconditional
discriminator instead of the condition discriminator.
Paintschainer can automatic coloring, in addition, users can
also add or use color hints, to make coloring results better.

C. Style2paints[7]
Style2paints [7] combines residual u-net with the auxiliary
classification GAN (ACGAN) [26] to apply the style color to
anime sketch , making the network to categorize hair, eyes,
skin and clothing, and anime sketch can be colored according
to the color of the given reference style image. This paper
proposed adding two guide decoders at the entrance and exit
of the residual u-net intermediate layer and input the reference
style image to VGG16/19 to get the fc1 layer 4096 output and
then be as the global style to the middle layer of the residual
u-net.ġġ
The author of this paper published "Two stage sketch
colorization [19]" in 2018, which is an anime sketch coloring
system with reference color hint. The coloring is divided into
two stages. The first stage network for drafting, will be
generated a slightly rough color image; the second stage
network for refinement, identify the wrong place of the image
and to refine the details, and finally the refined color image of
the output is better than first stage network output.
D. Related network
In this study, several neural networks or their concepts are
used. For example, the most basic body of the coloring
network is u-net [3], and the concept of GAN [4]is adopted,
constructed a discriminator in the network.
1) U-net[3]
U-net [3] is proposed by Ronneberger et al. in
2015 and has achieved good results in the ISBI
2015 Cell Tracking Challenge. U-net is a network
of encoder-decoder structures, it is often used to
process image segmentation, many image
segmentation tasks use it as a comparative standard,
and also image generation and more. U-net is
composed of two similar branches, can extract the
features in the image. The branch on the left side of
U-net is the encoder, used to encode the input and
then reduce the resolution of the feature map and
obtain the image features. The branch on the right

Used the residual block proposed in Resnet
[10]to improve u-net, when increase the depth of
the network can make the network more stable, the
network be called residual u-net. In the residual unet, the information integrity is protected by
connecting the input information to the output and
paralleling them together, also conveys more
information so that the final result can be better.

Figure 2. Residual U-net [5]

2) Generative Adversarial Networks[4]
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
[4]was proposed by Ian et al. in 2014. The GAN
concept is competition, the generator that using the
known information plus noise or random noise to
generate a fake image and the discriminator that
recognizing image is real or fake, both compete
with each other, finally expect the generated image
of generator can trick the discriminator.
GAN is mainly used in the field of image vision,
such as generating numbers, faces and super
resolution image, etc., recently, the GANs has been
used for automatic coloring or coloring with user
reference input [5][7][8][9][19][22], the generator
of colorization usually based on u-net or residual unet, and achieved some good result.
III.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Given anime line sketch and corresponding color hints,
we train a deep residual neural network can let anime line
sketch be colored by according color hints. In Section A,
introduce the objective of our colorization network. Section
B the training dataset processing, and Section C describe
architecture of the network.
A. Objective of the network
The result of automatic colorization of anime sketch
sometimes does not match the user expected color, and may
also color the sketch with a strange, non-vivid color. So, we
proposed a colorization network to expect network can
generate a color image that is consistent and vivid with the
color that the user wants.

Figure 1.U-net network architecture

is the decoder, increases the resolution of the
feature map to create a bottom-to-top image output.

B. Pre-processing dataset
In train, each color image in the training dataset is scaled
to 256*256, using opencv to extract the corresponding line

sketch, and then the real color image T and the line sketch S
as input for the colorization network training data.
When loading the training data to the colorization network,
in order to train the colorization network to know which color
is to be in which position, we used the real color image to
randomly generate the color hints. The real color image will
be 4 times downsampled, and create a (w/4)*(h/4)*1 random
numbers matrix as a hint mask which the value between 0 and
1, when the value in hint mask greater than the threshold value,
the mask is set to 1 to indicate that the position has hint, else
is set to 0, then hint mask multiply by the real color image of
4 times downsampled, next, concatenate it to hint mask, the
output is (w/4)*(h/4)*4 matrix and as the color hints H for
training, then also input network.
C. Architecture of the network
Our colorization network is based on SGRU_H[5], the
automatic coloring system proposed by Gang Liu et al., its
base architecture is a residual u-net, but the direction of the
skip connections is replaced by the swish layer them proposed,
the swish layer contains the 3*3 convolutional layer and the
swish activation function [16], can be considered as the swishinspired adaptive gating mechanism. The swish layer in the
direction of the skip connections can accelerate the
convergence and improve the performance of the network.
Our colorization network which modified the structure of
SGRU_H and be as the generator G.
In order to allow the network learning to color according
to the color hint given by the user, we created a discriminator
D to learn identify generated image is good or bad, and we
added color hint input in 3st level of the generator G. The
architecture of colorization generator is shown in Figure 4.
Input anime line sketches and the random color hints of the
real color images to the generator G, to generate a coloring
image.
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ܮ is perceptual loss with the real color image and coloring
image output by colorization generator, इ is weight of
perceptual loss,ܮ is represented as:
ܮ ൌ  ߣ ԡ߮ ሺܩሺܵǡ ܪሻሻ െ ߮ ሺܶሻԡଵ

(2)



߮ represent the feature maps from the ݈th layer in VGG19,
ߣ is the hyperparameters of the ݈th layer in VGG19.
ܮ is huber loss with the real color image T and coloring
image output G(S, H) by colorization generator, इ is weight
of huber loss.
Furthermore, used the sigmoid cross entropy as loss
function to make the discriminator D to learn identify image.
The real color image and coloring image output by
colorization generator will input to the discriminator D to
calculate loss, when backward for discriminator D, the label
of sigmoid cross entropy of the real color image will be 1 , of
the coloring image will be 0, on the other hand when backward
for generator G the label of sigmoid cross entropy of coloring
image will be 1, expect that the network learning is colored
according to the given color hint. The loss of discriminator D
is represented as:
ܮ ൌ െ ሺܦሺܶሻሻ  െሺͳ െ ܦ൫ܩሺܵǡ ܪሻ൯ሻ

(3)

The total loss of colorization generator is represented as:
 ீܮൌ इ ܮ כ  इ ܮ כ 
इ  כെ ሺܦሺܩሺܵǡ ܪሻሻሻ

(4)

इ is weight of sigmoid cross entropy loss when
backward for generator G.

Figure 5. (a) the residual block[10],
(b)Residual block structure in our network
Figure 3. The architecture of colorization generator[5]

Afterwards, in order for our network to learn to generate a
good coloring images, we used the pretrained VGG19 as the
perceptual network to extract the perceptual feature to
calculate perceptual loss with the real color image and
coloring image output by colorization generator, also
calculates pre-pixel loss between them.
The loss function of colorization generator is represented
as:

The residual block in colorization generator is minor
difference with the residual block proposed by Resnet[10],
output of the residual block in colorization generator is F(x)
ʂx, F(x) is concatenated with x, not add.

Table 1. Coloring result rating
Hint

No

Figure 6. Swish Layer structure[5]

The swish layer[5] contains a 3*3 convolutional layer and the
swish activation function [16].
IV.
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System

Question1
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Question3

Ours

3.3

3.6

Paintsc
hainer

3.3

3.1

Question4

Ours

3.3

2.8

3.1

3.2

Paintsc
hainer

3.25

2.4

2.7

2.5

EXPERIMENT

A. Dataset and setttings
In experiment, the dataset used was Danbooru 2017, 2018
[1]. Danbooru is a large public source and labeled anime
illustrator dataset. In training, 2500 images of Danbooru 2017
are used as training data. In test, 4 different types images are
selected in Danbooru 2017 and 2018 as a test data and given
color hint that different colors and amount.
During training, the generator G input is D={S, T, H},
where S is a 256*256 anime line sketch, T is the 256*256 the
real color anime image corresponding to S, H is the 64*64
color hints that gerented by 4 times downsampled T and
randomly selects the color points in T. In training, the learning
rate is 0.0001, and the optimizer adopts Adam Optimizer,
wherein the hyperparameter β1 is 0.9 and β2 is 0.99, the epoch
is 251 and because the GPU memory size, the batch size was
1.
When testing, the generator G input is D= {S, H}, S is the
anime line sketch of 256*256 size, H is the color hint map
given by the user, the size is 256*256, then generate color
image.
B. Evaluation method
The general standard evaluation method is like Peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM)
[15], not suitable estimate the generated quality of the
coloring image is good or bad, because anime image different
from person to person and diversified, even the same style,
the images drawn by different artists will still have different
differences, so a reliable method to evaluate the quality of the
colored images result is usually judged by human observers'
perception experiment, but because this evaluation method
experiment is very subjective, the score does not fully
represent the quality of the coloring system, because people's
sense are not necessarily the same.
In experiment, 10 human observers were invited to
evaluate the color images that generated by the study and the
Paintschainer generated color images. The questions that the
observers evaluated were, 1.Whether the color is the
same?,2.Whether the color overflows the range of coloring?,
3.The overall look feels, 4. Is the color of the place without
the hint good?, the score of each question is 5~0 points, 5
points means excellent; 0 points means bad.

Figure 7. results of hint many or less

C. Experimental results
This experiment uses 4 line sketches as the test data, and
user draws the color hint corresponding to the line sketch.
The case where there is no hint and have hint is tested. The
type of the hint is divided into lines and points, and the
number of points is also divided. The various test results are
shown in the following figures.

Figure 8. Hint results
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Figure 9.

The coloring result comparison with paintschainer
[14]

V.

CONCLUSION

In the field of animation drawing, it takes a lot of time
and effort to complete an image work. This study colorization
network modified the architecture of SGRU_H, employed the
concept of GAN, adds the discriminator to the system network.
And add a color hint to colorization network, expect the
network can generate coloring image according the color hints
given by the user, and color will be consistency with the color
hint. This study used various loss functions, different
parameter values to detect what effect does it have on the
results of generated color image. Overall, this study generated
a color image that was consistency or similar to the color hint
given by the user, however, the quality of color required to be
improved in the future as well as the better consistency with
the color hint given by the user.
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